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ur home market of issues, permits and licenses that are 
Nigeria is on the verge of required for construction projects 
significant change. Since and use an Integrated Management 
the new democratic System to ensure compliance.Ogovernment came into 

power, we have witnessed signs of 
an economic recovery. To build on Also, as a team comprising of 
this momentum, we looked hard at professionals and entrepreneurs, 
what the country requires and how with many years of experience in the 
we can contribute. It was this industry; we collectively recognize 
question that led to the the importance of completing 
establishment of Energy Blocks Ltd. projects on schedule. Our Executive 

team will direct and monitor 
At Energy blocks, we run a client- progress on a daily basis and they 
focused organization since our will work closely with our project 
earliest days. By placing clients at the managers, consultants and clients to 
heart of everything we do, we are ensure that all aspects of the various 
able to deliver high value-added projects we shall handle are 
products and services that meet the undertaken safely and efficiently. 
needs of our clients and local 
communities, thereby contributing 
to social development and economic 
growth. We would now like to commit to you 

one of the most important aspects of 
our works: that you as our customer 

Running within our veins is the will benefit from our unparalleled 
passion to deliver quality engineering commitment in quality and also our 
and construction projects. This world-class professionalism. We 
passion has driven us to exceed way therefore look forward to discussing 
beyond our clients' expectations. your projects and to presenting 
Best of all, we are doing it not innovative solutions to meet your 
because it is right, but we are doing Companies' requirements.
it because it is the only way we know 
how. We at Energy Blocks Ltd have a 
clearly defined understanding of 
Health, Safety and Environmental 

Executive Summary
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About Us

nergy Blocks Limited is a  We have also ventured into Real 
wholly indigenous Nigerian Estate Development. This is strategic 
company incorporated in in the sense that quality housing has 
Nigeria with Registration become a thing of concern owing to ENumber RC 424,011.Our the fact that we have witnessed 

years of experience in the Oil and Gas several collapses of buildings in the 
services has metamorphosed into not too distant past. With a deep 
three major areas of business namely industry expertise and commitment 
the Oil Trade, EPC Services and Real to quality, we are sure to make 
Estate Development. indelible imprints in the hearts of 

our numerous but most esteemed 
Trading is at the heart of our customers.
business. We facilitate the export of 
crude oil as need arises.  We also Every day, all members of staff 
import Premium Motor Spirit (PMS), atEnergy Blocks Ltd are committed to 
Dual Purpose Kerosene (DPK) and the pursuit of operational excellence. 
Automotive Gas Oil (AGO), supplying We do this by delivering safe, reliable 
mostly to IOCs, Telecoms, Major solutions, competitive pricing and 
Marketers, Independent Marketers maintaining strong committed 
and the open market. business relationships with our 

customers and vendors. 
Our EPC services ensures the 
provision of solutions, supplies and Energy Blocks Ltd believes that 
services which help to protect, people are its major strength, and 
improve, restore and facilitate the has a team of industry experts in 
total plan to achieve all project set various positions and offices.
target at the right time with the 
right price for our esteemed Having all its resources strategically 
customers. in place, Energy Blocks Ltd is fast 

surging towards new horizons!
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Mission Values
 
Our mission is to consistently deliver We have translated our mission 
exceptional quality, attention to statement into six core values which 
details and timely delivery with the all apply in every project we 
environment in mind that exceeds all undertake.
of our clients' expectations on every · Leadership
project we undertake. · Quality

· Innovation
Vision · Effficiency

· Intergrity
Our vision is to be the most · Service
enterprising, most detailed, most 
timely and best solution providers in 
every sector of the economy where 
we play, in Nigeria.

Our 
Corporate 
Philosophy
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Health, Safety And Environment Policy

nergy Blocks limited responsibilities, and this policy requires 
acknowledges its duties under all employees at all levels to be 
the Occupational Safety & responsible for the prevention of job 
Health Rules & Regulation, to related injuries and illnesses, property Eprovide and to promote a damage and environmental accidents 

healthy and safe working environment through the use of good judgment and 
for members of its staff, visitors and the consistent and diligent application 
contractors, as far as is reasonably of company guidelines and procedures.
practicable. To ensure compliance and 
enforcement of the rules and Environment Policy
regulations, the company abides by the Energy Blocks Ltd : -
following Safety & Health Policy, · Recognizes its responsibility 

towards the protection of the 
Health Policy environment and issues this policy as a 
Work may result in occupational illness. guide to the protection of both 
Health hazards are therefore recognized management and other employees to 
early, monitored and controlled. Energy take the prevention of pollution and 
Blocks Ltd maintains a retainer-ship other environmental hazards into 
scheme with medical professionals and consideration in their operational 
government approved hospitals within activities.
its area of operations to supplement 
first aid treatment as well as render · Mandatorily complies with and 
medical services to staff. where possible goes the extra mile to 
EBL encourages employees to participate obey the requirements of all 
in voluntary first aid training programs. environmental protection laws that 
EBL places great emphasis on the affect its operations.
promotion of the total health concept 
and the protection of the worker. · Revises its environmental policy 

annually and if necessary update it to 
Safety Policy take account of new developments. 
Energy Blocks Ltd.'s safety philosophy From time to time set up procedures to 
accords priority to the health and assess the environmental impact of its 
welfare of its staff. The protection of operations and develop programs, which 
company assets and the environment is enables the company to remain 
also a primary concern. Adequate time is environmentally friendly.
allowed for doing jobs properly and 
safely. EBL's policy is to provide a place · Informs and trains its employees 
of employment that is free from to take account of environmental issues 
recognized hazards, organize accident in their areas of work to imbue them 
prevention programs and systems for with a sense of responsibility for their 
staff, and comply with applicable environment.
national and international safety 
regulations. Regularly reviews both environmental 
We appreciate that safety, accident performance and effectiveness of the 
prevention and environmental environmental management system ISO 
protection are operational 14001.
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Our other Work Related Policies

Alcohol, Illegal Drugs & Smoking social needs of communities where it 
Policy operates. Acting as a responsible 

company includes:
Being in possession or under the 
influence of intoxicating beverages or 
illegal drugs at the work place and 1. Encouraging environmentally 
company offices is a termination responsible behavior. 
offence for any employee of Energy 
Blocks Ltd. 2. Professionalism and being 
EBL takes appropriate measures to ethical in operations. 
protect employees from unnecessary 
exposure to smoking and its related 3. Encouraging and supporting 
hazards. employee volunteering. 
The smoking of pipe or cigarette is and 
shall remain prohibited at all work 4. Contributing money and 
sites and Energy Blocks offices. professional expertise to charities. 

Refusal to Work Policy 5. Being involved in economic and 
partnership development. 

It is Energy Blocks Ltd.'s policy that 
any worker can refuse to perform Quality Policy
assigned tasks if any of the following 
circumstances exist: Energy Blocks Ltd is committed to 
The task does not comply with the providing solutions to our customers' 
company's HSE policy. needs by making only the best systems 
The work conditions are deemed and products available to them.  We 
unsafe. will provide systems that completely 
The work is not in accordance with meet our customers' specifications 
relevant safety procedures. every time.
The worker is not aware of the We will continually strive to apply 
procedure concerning that particular leading edge technology to the design 
task. and installation of our systems and 
If the worker deems it fit to enforce products, whilst exercising cost 
his/her right to Refusal to Work in the effective practices.
above circumstance, obliges the In order to sustain our ambitions, the 
employee to inform his/her supervisor company will operate in accordance 
of the situation  so that corrective with ISO 9001 to ensure that all staff 
measures can be taken and the work are appropriately trained in order to 
does not suffer unnecessarily. add value and quality to the operation 

of the company's controlled processes 
Community Assistance Policy and procedures

EBL demonstrates social responsibility 
by taking initiatives that address the 
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nergy Blocks is amongst 3. Premium Motor Spirit
others, a specialized energy 4. Dual Purpose Kerosene
trading company based in 5. Jet A1
Nigeria. In this respect we 6. Low/High Pour Fuel OilEengage in the trading of oil 

products, fuel oils, crude oil, We also operate strongly in:
condensates and emissions. We trade, 1. Tanker chartering services
transport and store energy products by 2. Crude and Product logistics and 
sea vessels and also by road tankers. Our storage
services are underpinned by the in-depth 
expertise and knowledge of our traders. The company enjoys good trading 

relationships with some of the major 
Our activities include the day-to-day international oil traders. Our access to 
trading of: products is highly facilitated by our 
1. Crude oil and condensate existing relationships with these trading 
2. Automotive Gas Oil companies.

OIL SUPPLY AND TRADE
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nergy Blocks Ltd is a fast 5. Hotel and resort development
growing real estate 6. Sports and recreational facility 
development company based development
in Lagos. Our primary business 7. Onshore and offshore property Eis providing quality brokeage

accommodation for clients looking to 
acquire property for investment or 
personal use. Our competitive advantage is derived 

from our track record of on-time 
Our work delivery of units, compliance to selling 
covers the following: point specifications, and integrity in 
1. Residential housing plan dealing with all clientele.
2. Commercial property Energy Blocks is committed to 
  development exceptional execution capabilities in all 
3. Mixed used development areas including construction, design and 
4. Infrastructure development finishing.

REAL ESTATE
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nergy Blocks Ltd is an Procument: 
integrated engineering service We procure materials and equipment for 
company, specializing in low to highly sensitive projects. 
engineering, procurement, 1. Flowline materialsEconstruction and support 2. Valves and actuators

services. Our focus is on the provision of 3. Mechanical parts
solutions, supplies and services which 4. PPEs
help to protect, improve and restore our 5. Fire alarm/detection equipment
clients' working environment. 6. Heavy duty equipment

7. Light duty equipment
Engineering:
We are a total solutions engineering Construction:
company offering world class services to We are a known name for quality 
our bouquet of clients' in the following construction works in the following 
fields of engineering: areas:
1. Subsea engineering 1. Bridge construction
2. Pipeline engineering 2. Road construction
3. Fire safety engineering 3. Pipeline construction
4. Gas recovery and flare reduction 4. Storage tanks construction
5. Welding and fabrication 5. Building construction

ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
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Our Clients

1.  Saipem Contracting Nigeria Limited

2.  Lucratel

3.  Atlas Engineering Limited

4.  Exxon Mobil Producing Limited

5.  Total (Upstream)

6.  Schlumberger Nigeria Limited

7.  Multilinks

8.  Nipco Nigeria Plc

9.  Conoil Producing Plc

10. Seimens

11. MTN

12. Plessey

13. Agip Producing Plc

14.Ocean Energy Limited

15.A.T. Onajide Architects

16. James Cubbit

17. Ovie Arup

18. Nnpc-Netco

19. Ericsson

20. Aes Nigeria Barge

21.Alcatel-Lucent

22.Globacom Telecomm

23. Dangote Group

24. Cobel Contracting Ltd
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OFFICE ADDRESS:
DULUX HOUSE, 2nd Floor,                                                               

Km18 Lekki-Epe Expressway,
Lekki, Lagos

BRANCH ADDRESS:
1a, Elelenwo/Old Refinery Road, 
(Fedison Estate), Port Harcourt

WEB: http://www.energyblocks.com
E-MAIL: info@energyblocks.com

KEY CONTACT PERSONS:
Engineering Services:
UchennaOnwumere +234 (0) 803 411 3355

uche@energyblocks.com 
  
Business Development:

Hilary Chukwu +234 (0) 708 444 5702
 hilary@energyblocks.com 

CONTACTS

ENERGY BLOCKS
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